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The Center fat Vocational Education intends-to increase the ability_
of diverse agencies, institutions, and organizations, to solve
edlicational problems' relating to individual cateer plSnning and

.

'preparation. The Center fulfills its mission by:

. Generating knowledge through research

. Developing educational, prograths and products
0

. Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes

. Installing educational programs and products

. Operating information systems and services

. Conducting leadership delrelopments and training
programs
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PREFACE

. , ' ,

Cooperation between private industry and state supported
educatibnal agencies for. programs .6) serve adults with less than
a: high school education is a reality in many of the fifty states
and territories. The purposes of these programs vary from
spe ific sKil traiding.to preparation for taking, the General
Equivalencyalency D elopmentTest. Whatever the purposes, the way
in w h these programs are developed and carried out may serve
to aid similar efforts in the future. a

/
This publication is the fifth in a series of five (5) prod-

ucts which grew out of the Cooperative Adult Education Project*
carried out by The.Center for Vocational Education at The Ohio
State University and sponsored by The United States Office of
Edudation. The other four products include:

. A Partial Listing of Cooperative Adult Education Programs
(No. 1)

. Abstracts of' Selected Cooperative Adult Education Programs
(Np. 2)

. Case Studies of Selected Cooperative.Adult Education
Programs (No. 3)

.

. i

. Guidelines for the Development and Study 'of Cooperative
Adult Education Programs (No. A)

All five (5) of these publications are available from The Center
for Vocational Education, Product Utilization Section, at cost.

*Project Title: Identification and Assessment of Extsting
Models of Cooperative Industry and State Administered Adult.
Education 1rogrums.
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S.
INTRODUCTION

I propose a great new partnership of labor and-educa-
tors. . . Accordingly, I have asked the Secretaries
of Gommercq, Labor and HEW to report to me. new ways to
bring ple world of work and the institutions of educa-
tion closer together.

.With. these wordS President Gerald Ford in August 1974 pro-
elaigied a new emphasis for industry/education cooperation across
the United States.

As with any new thrust, itdis impoelant to look at what is
,

with
' currently happening and to study those efforts whichOktay offer

nodels -for future development and refinement. No new emphasis
can begin in-a-vacuum, withou
is-currently happening. Oth
being' reinvented, and there
in the field have built.

knowing what has happened and what
wise, the "wheel" is constantly
a loss of the experience person's

a*"

Thus, the Rverall goal for this Center for Vocational Educa-
t,ion project sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education was to
identify, study and disseminate information about Programs which
are currently in existence id order that ,the programs themselves
mayract as models.and their experience may improve future collab-
orative efforts.

Programs Under 5tudy,
The field of inlpstry/education cooperatiqn is very-Aaxge and

may be represented ad a pie in Figure 1. Included,in this pie
are pieces for programs) such as distributive education fo high)
school students. Even the field of cooperation for adult educa-
tion

duca-
tion is large. There are management development programs, -A
college/industry exchange, and tuition reimbursement plans
available in almost all industries and businesses.. Thus, inter-
action is ongoing everyday and covers many levels of cooperation.-
Erdln fee reimbursement to actual teacher/worker exchvge.
Therefore, it would be nearly impossible to csver ttl'o whole range
of adult education in cooperation with business and industry in
one study.

This Project focused its Attention on one oLece'of the pie,
or area of industry/education cooperation, as represented in

do

.01
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Fi ute 2. Not that, any of the other pieces, or types of programs,
ar less important but in order that a more complete study may
be undertaken, and to provide the ,specific information requested
by the U.S. Office of Education, the project was limited to this'
o area of cooperative education effqrtd.

The programs under study may be further defined by-the
ftalowing"parameters:

1. Programs must be cobRbrative between a private business,
industry or group of industries and a state affklated
educational agency such at a local school, a community
college or state department. Some-possible programs
which would be ruled out by this parameter include
programs with labor organizations, community service
organizations, other pareiet of state government, and

.programs which are basically of a federal nature,, that
is programs such as the Manpower:Development Training
Act (MDTA) and the National Allie of 5usinessmen
(NAB). However, it may be that ederal funds are
funneled through .the -state for programs which 'are
included in this study. The differeAces,is mainly that
control would remain at the state or local level rather
than in Washington.

The Cooperative arrangement,maysbe formal or'i,nformal
but the result must have both or anizationsvcontributing
one or more of the following: direct funding, partici-
pant.or teacher release time, intensive planning; facili-
tieS, equipment or materials. Programs which may be .

excluded by this parameter are those where the private
industry simply pays tuition for its employees who take
courses on their own.

3. The program must be primarily; for participants who hare
adults (i.e., over..16 and assuming adult roles); who
have less than a high school education and who are n
enrolled in a full- or part-time traditional diploma
seeking program. This parameter would exclude progr ms.
gor anyone with more than a high school education in the
raduation certificate sense. Also, it would rule outz

. distributive education programs for high school seniors
who may indeed be over 16 but are still in a traditional
diploma program: .

4. The pprogram mak, irwaude any one of more of the following.
areas: job skills training, basic education, compute-
Tonal skills,' writing, readin , speaking, or English
a second langtege. The teacher of.these may be in

orm of.preparing for the General Equivalency Development
Test (GED), skills training, any of the skill trades, on-
the-job training, pr -employment education, or job up-
grading. This parameter would exclude programs for lei-
sure activities.

1(
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FIGURE 2.

COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS
FOR ADULTS WITH LESS T AN ,
A HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION .
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All of the parameters listed must be met fo's a program to be
included in,thd study. They were designed fOcut the effort on q4
a specific population of progtams aimed-at aiding educationally
disadvantaged adults. ,There are many fine programa across the
United States which da not fir all of these parameters and they
are orthy of close attentipn, but 01010.s project sought todirept
its s udy to those/ which met the above'criteria.

The Method

As an' introduction oT how the
about, a rolView of the project
may wish tQ review this section beol.9.,
as it may answer many questiOns.

rod t herein enclOsed came
is provided. The reader

re delving into the'product

The project, may be thought of in two phases, identification
and study. The identification phase consisted of contacting some
5,000 persons, inquiring as .t4 whether they'knew of programs

which met the parameters listed above,- Contacts Were made with-
all public community and junior colleges' in the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges, all puidic school
distzicts with over 3500 students, all Trembers of the Natipnar*
Council of Local Administration in Vocational.Eddcatiop; all state
and regional directors of adult and vocational $ducation as well "

as a host o other suggested and identified persons.

Once d epiy was ieceived from the original mailings; follow
ups were se where people said they persona'ly did not have, a
program but knew of someone who did., This follow-up process
refined the-listdown to some 238 persons who were identified as-
poten-tial directors of cooperative adult education programs as '.

, have been defined above. a ;

J

With all of these contacts; mail , and follow-ups, it is
still clear .that not all programs in the United States hav4--beell

s publication,
the cooperative
umber do provide

identified. As was stated, in the Preface-of
the goal of the project was not to identif
programs -in America, but to study a sufficient
information for decision making and fost4ring other such efforts.

The study phase of the project began with develoi4ent of
griteria by which the identified programs.courd be examined. The
process by which these Criteria were developed may be seen in
Figure 3. -

A literature survey was perfornAd on cooperative adult educe-
.

tion, the project stgff'made visits to local sites:and interviews
were conducted with industr_and education personnel. The infor-
mation gained in thisway-was used to producera set of draft
criteria which was then toa select panel in -the.first Ttep of a
modified Delp4 type technique.

k,;46,
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The panel was made up of representatives from industry,
adult educators, state department of adult education directors,
labor organizations and local program directors., This panel was
selected for their representative views and expertise in -

cooperative education. 'A listing of the panel may be seen as
- ,Appendix A.

As Figure 3 shows, there were two. revisions of the criteria
by the panel members individually and a conference was held when-
the criteria were finalized and weighted. These final, weighted
criteria Were used to develop the three information-gathering
devices.

The mail questionnaire was sent to the 238 kprogram direotors
whiciwere specified from the identification phase. Seventy-one
of th-k program directorS responded that they were currently
carrying on programs,which met the parameters. Many directors
reported more than,one program. Thus, a total of 108 programs
were identified and reported in the product named A Partial
Listing of Cooperative Adult Education Programs.

From this group of 108 programs, 29 programs at 2,9 different
sites were selected for telephone interview.. 'The project staff
contacted the 29 program directors and gathered information by
means of an interview schedule develbped using the criteria
which the panel had Arrived at. Thus, as shown in Figure 3;,
criteria which were4developed and weighted by the panel were
basis for both the mail and telephone questionnaires.

'The information gained from these 29 telephone' interviews
was t1ten formed into the abstracts which became the. product kno n
as Abstracts of Selected Cooperate e Adult EducationtProgrems.
The dcrectors-of the programs reviewed and corrected these
abstracts prior to their publication°.

A final step inthe study came with the selection of five
programs out of the 29 to receive an on-site visit''...by members, of
the criteria development panel and-projeCt staff m4Mbers. The,
five site visits, conducted duririg May end June of 1975, were of
two to three days duration and resulted in the development of
five case Study reports which make up the product known as Case
Studies of Selected Cooperative Adult Education Programs.

The Criteria O

The development of the 'criteria by the panel followed some-
thing of a needs assessment process in that the main question
asked was, "What ought (in the ideal sense) to be a part of a
good cooperative adult education program?" Thus, the concern
was not wliat exists but :rather what ideally should exist. This.

0
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allowed'the%criteria to, be used, not in an evaluation sense,
but as a guide to look at what does exist; The criteria identi-
fied tiaely wide areas of concern and under each of these a vary-
ing number:of more specific:statements clarified the general
topic.'' These specific scat' eats formed the basis for the
development of the questionnaire, telephone interview end site
visit data gathering instrublent-

The twelve areas of concern,developed by the panel for use
as-criteria are as fellows:

.

1- Needs AssessMent

2. ObjectiVes

3. Staffing

4; Procedures' and Matgrials
c

5. Pre-Planning

6. Funding

7. Admind tration'

8. Job Placement'

9: 'Communication

10. Evaluation

11: Accepting and Screening Participants

12. Counseling
70

It is important to repeat that these criteria were used to study
the programs, not evaluate them. They represent the panel members
combined thinking as to important aspects of cooperative addlt.
education programs.

ti
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GUIDE TO THE DISCUSSION'OF ISSUES

During a comprehensive study like this one, a number of
issues andoconcerns arise about which a project staff often says:
"That is important but it doesn't fit within any of the proposed
products!" what seems to happen i$ that these important considera-
tions find their way into an undistributed final report or, even
worse, forgotten in some file. This publication may, in one
sense, be an attempt by thi§ project staff to avoid these fates-

_

The purpose of this product is to. identify some imeo ant
issues relating to cooperative adult education and to disc ss
these in just enough detail to begin fhe conversation. In o way
are these short discussions intended to be the "final word." oa.
Rather, these are meant to be the "beginning word," a point of
departure so to speak, from which a more thorodgh dialogue "n
cooperative adult education cart emerge.

To some, the discussion on eachtpf these.issues may ap ear
.

.

short or incomplete.. If the result of this feeling is the esire
for more information and more dialogue then the'product wil have
met one of its"goals. A long, drawn-out and detailed expla ation
of ea of the issues would be .very possible ky this projec
staffa'' 'However, that kind of presentation may, in fact, dull the
curiosity of the reader and would,certainly result in a great
deal more author bias.

With respect to bias by the authors about this document it
can be denied that.it exists. It would be impossible t con-
duct'fr study of this nature, writing, phoning and visting p °grams,

. and-hot develop some feelings or personal opinions. .However, an
honest attempt is made in this document to discuss the issues as
free of author opinion as possible.

Definition of Terms

-r*

Inidustry: Throughout this document the word induitry is used
as a shorter way of saying "businessand i dustry."
The,pse of industry refers, toy all private rgani-
zations which area generally known as a bus ness or
industry under common. usage.

. 9
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Class: In'the study of cooperative programs it was quickly
discovered that there were few, if any, typical
"glasses" as the standard usage of the word would
mean to do elementary or secondary educator. However,
the word class is used in this document to refer to
the program meeting arrangements. This might be rt
learning lab' environment, ul* training or any
of a wide ranqr.of possible cond ions.

Summary

The authors of this puhlication hope thisrdocument will spark
nc:w cdmwersatioil concerninci (.:ooperative adult Oducation. We
believe the future is i)riqht in this area, but there arc pitfalls
and concerns which will ne11 to be addressed biefora the potential
can be met. This document 1:.; an'effort to stgrt the discussion
()n thesc issues.
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SCOPE OF COOPERATIVE
EICDUCATEON FOR ADULTS

NON-TRADITIONAL

PRE-PLANT
OPENING .

i1

The develbpthent of joint,or coopeYative educa-
tional programs for adults, not ip a traditional,
high school or- college degree framework,.covers
a 4ide range of learning opportunities. Education
and learning is increasingly more often taking
place outside the traditional, classroom where the
individual works, plays, lives, recreates, and
worships.

The focus of this project was on adults with
less than a high school education participating in
.programs jointly sponsored by education and indusr
try. Programs of specific interest are discussed
in the introduction to this publication.

During the process of. conducting this project ,

other cooperative educational arrangements were
identified and are discussed briefly in this section:
Programs discussed here are in addition to those
activities for adults that'include basic education,
English,as a second language, GED preparation, arS
skill training.

Several states offer comprehensive eduntional
services to industry or businesses moving into ;

their area. For example, a designated state plan-
ning group will meet with industry representatives
during or after the selection of a plant site. The
representatives will meet too determine the type of
industry or business,- product to be Ueveloped, man-
power requirements aiaclAime needed to build the
production qbr servicq1Acility. At this 1 g,
the tylie of ,skills necessary for the ness or
industry are identified. Asthe f it ty is be my
built, necessary persdrinel can be ui ed, trained
and placed on the job-as soon as )ant i< com-'
pleted and ready for operation.

These planning services, in most cases, are
free t5 the business cer'industry. In other situa-
tions the services can be on a contract basis with
the state or a local firm providing the educational
services.

13
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Internal divisions of the state agencies
cooperate with local schools, community colleges,
industry and-business to meet employee educational
needs. As the need'for various training and skills-
are identifibd within state agencies (e.g., Highway
Department, Sanitation Department, Police and Fire.

INTRA-STATE Departments) administrators begin looking for
PROGRAMS brOnizations that can provide these services.

In many instances, these organizations are local
schools, community colleges, area vocational schools,
industry and business. 'The resulting prograwis
jointly sponsored where empfoyers and employees
arq_bthe beheficiaries of the educational experience.

4 %.

In one state for example, the highway depart-
ment cooperated with a number of community colleges
..torprovide a wide r4ave of training for employees.
These two state agendies demonstrate the idea of
"internal" cooperation for adult learning.

Industry jointly sponsors-programs with
local schools, colleges and universities _Other
than those discussed in this project. farticipa-
tion by indu5try in these activities is more than
paying for books and tuition. Representatives
of industry (eng., corporate managers, personhel

MANAGEMENT managbks, supervisors) are actively involved in
LEVEL the design, conduit and evaluation of programs.
OFFERINGS r Some of these programs include supprvisory per-

sonnel training and mangement development. Very
often these activities involve local colleges.

Industry also sponsors, with the assistance
of a second or third party, programs for spoUbes
and children of employees. These programs may
vary from basic education t graduate school and-
depend upon the individual industry.

Programs to -identify, train and promote
women into supervisory; mid--management.2end top
level management positions are also becoming more
popular with industry. Business, industry, and
the stat4oeducational agency have a real need to
balance their staffs with.4omen in all levels of
operation and often this requires additional educa-
tion for qualified women.

14
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PRE -REihEMENT

Many employees in business and industry do not
speak or read English. Several state educational
agencies are working with business and industry
po offer programs with English as a second language
to employees. These workers often have a sufficient
education level from their home countries but the
language presents a real barrier to promotion.

Another activity becoming more popular within
indust ry are cooperative pre-retirement programs.
These programs address the issueof preparing the
individual to retire after 20 or 30 years of
continuous employment within an industry or
business. Spouses and children may he included
in the pre-retirement programs.

The 'state education departments, or designated
agency (e.g.; community college, loCal school),
industry or business and the local communities
are involved in meeting some of the basic educa-
ETZnal, skill, avocational and social needs.of
the individuial via cooperative program's. All
participants in the cooperative venture benefit
frellii such an effort: the iriaividual-becomes,better
skilled and adept in his area.; industry has a
better,trained and functioning employee and the
local community is composed of higher paid, more
informed citizens. The scope of these cooperative
adult programs is already large and there appears
to be many new efforts which will be developing
in the future.

- 15
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COOPERATIVE ADULT
EDUCATIPN ,AND WORK

The 1975 National Advisory Council on Adult
iEducation recommendations begin with some overview
Itstatements abouethe nature of adult education in
he United States. One, of these statements 'is that
"there are millions of Americans at the lower levels
of schooling. This'creates a major barrier for
being',able to work'at all or improve One's lot-in-
life When underemployed."

When this statement is carefully studied it
promises that if the educational barriers are
removed (that is, when someone completes high
school or whatever), the .participant will either
attain new- employment or will yet a-better job than /

the on%he or she hAesnow. ,Education in America
has been "sold" on the basis that it will improve 4

OVER SELLING the client's economic condition. As the old saying
EDUCATION goes, '!that _ain't necessarily so." .

In recent months,, more and more articles are .

being written on the declining,"value" of eauea-
tion. Some say this is,0 declining value of non-.
voca tional education. The truth o1 the 'matter
is that education,: all is not the
direct antecedent tobe4ter economic conditions.,
*hat is to say, an.. individual's economic conciticN-
is affected by other variables to a_greater extent
thin education. -

Chance" magazine, September 1975 issue, col-1'1r

taips a highlighted article entitled the "Declining
Value of College.Going." The promise is that the
Afferdnce between the salary of college deyreed
persons and those with less education is.shrinking.
Why is this so amazing? Unions are strange
than ever before and wages' for blue collar worker
are inereasins steadily. Tie this to the fact
that we are moving to a servico-based economy where
the emphasis is no longer on production 'and the
result is a natural narrowing of the ",salary gap."
Further, there just aren't that many managerial
jobs. Thus, college graduates, are forced down the
organizational ladder.

But how does this affect cooperative
education for those with less than a hi

dd
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education? It is obvious. With more and more
higher educated people being forcl down the,
ladder, those now at the bottom are going to have
less and less room to move "up." Again, there
are only so many "good jobs." The.result is that

THERE ARE ONLY education can no longer be sold or thought of as
SO MANY. /the one way" to economic success.

f'
"GOOD JOBS"

Other facto'rs, such as economic.conditions,
motivation, union contracts, and-number of jobs
available, will be more and more the dominant
factors affecting the individual's economic condi-
tidh.

This is nbt to say education is not at all
related to personal finances. Some of the programs
studied under this project were clear examples
of prograMs designed to aid the individual in just
that way. One program was strictly skill training
and did provide foi upgrading, Another taught
reading to help some workers gain better jobs.

*0 However, many pf the basic education and .

GED programs studied had nothing to do with
economic betterment. In one program, a partici-
pant took the class because she wanted to read
with her children. Another man wanted,to learn
Shakespeare.

The major problem arose when the partici ant
were not sure whether the program was_going'to
help them economically or not. As,one man said,
two years following his involvement in a coopera-'
tive program, "I'm still in the same job, nothing
has happened." The dasappointientas obvious. .,

;IMPORTANCE OF This man expected a better johbecause he had more.
SPECIFIC '2,- education. .

EXPECTATIONS

A

Cooperative_ programs may be more susceptible
to .this problem than ony other type of program.
The reason is simple' The cooperation with an
industry can indicate to theemployee that -his

1 employer is condoning this effort as a way to'a
better job. When this is added to the "national
thinking" that education and jobs are directly
related, it's.no wonder that the participant can
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only see that,"bet er job" as a result pf partidi-
patiOn. Tben when it does not come, he'or she
feels "cheatect."

The question now arises, can the situation...
be helped? A recent General Accounting gffice
report on Adult Basic Education offers a beginning
solution when it strongly suggests that adult pro-
grams have'clear and stated goals. This is not
to say clear and stated objectives. -An objective
.night be to teach each clieni to read at a certain
level. It is even more important that the
urpose of the program, as it relates to the

\client, be cleat and stated. Is'thq program
related to attaining a better job? Is the program
purely to help the individual be a better citizen?
All education will be improved when we start
talking about the purpose as it relates to-the
4individual client.

Even with clearly stated purposes related
to the individual, the problem will still exist.
For as long as all education is talked about as .

a means to economic Iptterment, the participant
will still dream of the "better jOb." This will"
be the case no matter how often the true purpose
is stated.

fr

Perhaps another reason for this is that
educators do not feel comfortable saying that
their service is for .personal benefit. Not many
educators want to say "you should take-this
reading program because it will hell you become,
a better person, more informed, and better able
to deal with your life." The problem here is that
educators have been criticized for-this as not
being specific, and if they do address the
"affective" it becomes diffi"cult to evaluate. And
yet during this project, so'often participants
would say things like "Now I can help balance
my own checkbook, or talk with my husband about
a newspaper story."

Cooperative adult education programs can
offer much to a wide variety of people; but they
are no panacea. They are Apt a rainbow with the
economic "pot of gold." Now educators and industry
personnel must be honest with the client and

i honest with themselves.
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WITY DOENDUSTRY AND
BDUCATKON COOPEATE?

The "why" of industry and education coopera.7
tion"for adult learning may be said to be situa-
tional. That is, the "why" depehds on the two
agencies in any given-procfram. One industry's
response will not beAphe slime as another. As
true as that might 11W, clueing the project to
study these efforts there did se6m to be some.
general reasons for, the deVelopment of coopeia-
live adult education programs.

On the educational d(Ency..side the 'reason for
coopenution often revolved around one concern,
money. School asd college',enrollments, up until
a few years ago, were climbing Steadily now
enrollments are'dkopping. Colleges were partic-

"BUCKS" ularly affected/by the enrollment decline. Now
more and more funior,and.-,four year colleges are

SERVICE looking" (i foster aooper_ptive programs to main-
,

tain or Increase enrollment levrls;

Within the past ten years, there has been
a marked increase in'the number of cooperative
programs. One programAAreetor, whose institution
had been involved in oeleperative programs for some
time, has noticedrf_a gharp increas, in competitibn
for the industrial effort. Other colleges and
instituttions, with budget deficits are out "selling"
programs': to industry. -These progra8ts increase
full time' equivalent ('FTEs) and;. thus; hplp the
institution gain needed state support. 11-

%,* .T .sr,condition.is to be expected.- Institu-
tiodt aced with declining enrollments and high
staff maintenance budgets must look elsewhere
for students. A ult education is the Logical
answer; and gett nq to the adult means that
cooperatioft wi his or her work dace is essential.v
Often, institutions faced with the 'enrollment
dilemma can honestly justify thair'action towards, ,

cooperative programs by citing the need to service
the long neglected education of adults." Howe/er,
this "need to serve". became a lot more important,
as the. "need for money" becaThe acute.

Whatever the-motivation the progNarris do
help adults. The cdnditions above come about at

19
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CATCHING-UP

O

the same time when thor industry's need for educa-
tion and regaining .is also moat acute. 'A I4rge
majority of young peopl enter.the labor market

.

with high school.g; col ge completed. The adult
who-did 'not complete hi school_ may find himself/
herself at a disacbiantage.in such areas as job
promotion. Thus, the new cooperative efforts aid.
this adult in attaining the needed educational
certification or a recognized skill.

From the industry view, invo,Ivement in coo era-
, tive programs seems mainly to'grow out of two con-

siderations. One is'a genuine need for training
or retraining. With the advance of technoIogy,/
employees need new training in order that the
company can paccessfully compete for business.
If thisis Ehe concern, the industry is often
the initiator in the program development. In a
similar vein, if the company work force can not-
r,eapikh for example, problems of instruction and
safety may arise. Further, if the work force
contains non-English speaking' groups a, program
might be needed by the company to assist these

TRAINING people.

SERVICE The other.consideration.industrY might have
In cooperative programs is, "it couldn't hurt."
pas is often the case faith educational improvement
programs such as adult basic dducatton. Here the
industry might say to the educational agency that
is eager'for FTE's, "Go ahead and:put your pr gram
on in my plant, it might do some good." Whaepas
oftenhappened in these cases is that the program
does- improve such areas as employee morale and
safety -as well as indicate to the plant manager
some enthusiastic personnel. Thus, once' the pro-
gram has begun, the industrial agency can look to
the effect and s a need they had never before
assessed.

A third, bUt somewhat Less prevalent, reason
for industry cooperation is an attempt at meeting
what some call today a "social commitment." For
example, a, large insurance company in a .major
metropolitan area, contributes almost total support

,o
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to an evening high school and icifr training pro-
gram for the local population.' Besides 'theiteacher
salaries and materials, thecompany goes so fat
as to 'provide a bus to bring .adults to the program
site in their main office. In another*large.city,
a bank specifically built a new office in a lower
income Community with tfie entire first floor
devoted to adult education and counseling. Further,
the bank provides an annual grant to primarily
fund the program.

.

Some may look at these,efforts and say "Vell
the bank's grant is tax deductible." Or anoi-Aer
might say, "By getting people into thetbank and t.

insurance office the company might get new business."
However, upon close inspection these views are
not' supported. Tax incentiveenever fully cover
their costs and the population these programs are
serving don't have large bank statements or. big
insurance policies. Perhaps the reason is "good'

' public relations." But isn't that social con -
;' science?

.

Whole states find a strong reason for coopera-
tionl. Some states make particular use of coopera-
tive programs and the promises of education41
assistance to attract new industry. Much the same
as tax rates and resource availability, education
is used to lure new and expanding business.

Whether they be developed out of reasons or
excuses, cooperative adult education programs are
atfat in many states. For whatever the "why" is,
the result is assistance to a section of the! popula-
tion that is often eager to learn.
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INDUSTRY
"DUES"

PARTICIPANT
BENEFITS*

The cooperating business or industry can
benefit in several ways from participation in
adult education programs for their employees.
Participation in a cooperative program demonstrates
the industry's interest in the worker as an indi-
vidual. The program can be a boost to workers'
morale and job .satisfaction, and the program can
be related to a safer work place. At one program
site visited during this project, all orthese
were directly related by management to increased
production. It is clear that increased production
through motivated, safe and more satisfied employ-
ees can mean larger profits for industry. Very
_often profit is the "bottom line" for any type of
program or project sponsored by industry either
directly or indirectly.'

Industry generally pays for a portion of the
cooperative program. Payment may take 'the form
of salaries for program staff, facilities on-site,
equipment necessary for training, payment to
employees for participation and, most importantly,
release time for employees to take part in the
piogram: Industry may also pay.for banquets
or gifts to honor participants. In some cases,
industry may pay for special test fees for partici-
pants.

To some industry personnel these payments are
investments . . . in human potential which can
be beneficial in the long run for both industry
and the individual.

Participants are the receivers of the coopera-
.

tive education program. They are the ones who the
program is designed to help. Theyebenefit from the
education and training, improved or new skills,
and personal growth from the overall experience.
They may also,benefit from a new job and/or
increased pay.

Another,dimension of benefits which many
participants mentioned during the project site
visits was self - satisfaction and pride in
accomplishments of reading, writing, and.computing.

22
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The ability to read the newspaper with a spouse
and children was an often mentioned benefit of
the program.

There are benefits to participants that
may .be long term such as cont.imous updrading
or improvement, on the job. 'Participants also
mentioned the need for,recognition for per-
formance on the job and in the educational pro-
gram. Participants noted that management had
,taken an interest in them as individuals which
they considered important. . P.

The greatest payment on the behalf of employ-
ees was the contribution of their time to partici-
pate ih the program. Additional'costs to partici-

. pants have-been transportation, tuition fees,
materials, books, tool', and test fees. However,
in many proms all or part of these costs are
paid by one 15r both of the cooperating parties.

Also, many.participants may qualify for
Veteran's Administration payments for partici-
pating in the program. The cooperative programs,
especially those leading to a high. school diploma,
qualified for payment of VA benefits to partici-
pants. This has worked as an inducement to parti-
cipate, as dne program administrator admitted that
enrollment in that cooperative education program
has often declined after an individual's VA
benefit eligibility terminates.-

The state education gency generally has
the goal of contributing 0; the educational or

STATE skill improvement of all citizens. Cooperatives
CONTRIBUTION programs are one of several ways of meeting this

goal. Taxes are paid for the purpose of providing
low cost quality education for youth,and adults.
Investing these taxes in administration, staff,
materials, and facilities is one way of pro-
viding educational services for specific target
populations.

Cooperative programs provide an opportunity
for education or training to a larger number
of people- Participants in cooperative programs
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also become aware of other available educational
opportunities. These programs are also a source
of revenue for educational agencies. The coopera-
tive program generates FTE (Full Time Equivalents)
which is part of the reimbursement formula for
most educational agencies.

Taxes support the state education agency's
share of the payments for cooperative programs.
These dollars are usually invested in the Vmini-
stration and coordination Of programs, instructional
staff, program evaluationo,counseling services,
development of instructional materials and
facilities.

The local community/ benefits from a better
informed population. In some instances the pro-
gram can lead to job upigrading and the accompany-
ing increase in salary' Greater citizen partici-
pation in the affairs f government is also a
tangible 'benefit to t local community."

Individuals who an find employment,. cdmmunity,
services, educations opiOrtunities, and. housing
are likely to move i to and stay within a community.
Industry, local co nity leaders, and state
educational agencie can work together to assure
that these opportunities are available.

r

The community Can assist cooperative progthmqw.
by providing information to -local citizens and
by supporting the Concept of cooperation between
agencies. CoMmunity leaders can aid the program
by offering their services for speaking engage-
ments, participdte on advidory or planning com-
mittees, and contacting other industry or business
leaders for their support in sponsoring cooperAtive.
programs.

'When people discuss the cost of a cooperative
adult education program there is a tendency to
identify the obvious and overlook "real cost."
For example, a program may cost $30 per student
for twenty students and twenty "class" meetings.
This may total $600 which can be used to pay for
a part-time teAcher and a small:amount of materials
or supplies. The real cost of the program is
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50-50
BASIS

.1W

another story. Representatives from industry and
the state education agency planned the program.
Industry may .provide the class meeting space,
heat, equipment and relliase time for
students. The education agency may provide books,
instructional materials, supervision, teacher
salaries and benefits. All of these items haVe
a cost fattor attached. Cooperative adult educa-
tion programs can he started for a small cash
outlay when industry and, education are pommitted
to meeting the needs of adillt; however, real
costs'are not often identified.

A recent article by Dhanidina and Griffith
which appeared in Adult Education, No. 4, 1975,
identifies an individual's total cost of approxi-
mately $690 for participating in a General
Equivalency Development/high school completion
program. These data were obtathed from a 1971
study of adults in Cook County, Illinois. From
this study another set of parameters enter into
the determination of the real costs of cooperative
adult education programs.

Sponsoring a cooperative program may not be
or ari,exact 50-50 basis. There are situations
where/industry or education may contribute more
than.50 percent of the program support. The -
imp Cant part of a jointly sponsored program is
the °operation between the two organizations to
meet tithe specific needs of adults. There are no
set rules which dictate the size "of contribution
from Bach organization. Each program is different
and will produce different agreements and arrange-
ments for operating.parfners.

It is
of these co
who also pr
has been th
programs in
an increasin

ear that 'the primary beneficiaries
raive efforts are the participants
de the least monetary -Support. This
ase with most public educational
e country. Now, however, there is
feeling within-the Nation that those

who receive the benefits should pay a larger share.
This issue at present is being discussed with
references to college education. Persons involved
with cooperative adult education can
"well, is different." They must
answer and defend the question of "who
who pays."

of respond
epared to
ene'fits and
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-NICK
OR
NECESSARY

The edu ation and 'training of employees has
been a major responsibility of industry since'the
Industrial -R- olution. In fact, when one cones
siders all op the-job, classroom and other types
of training, t is easy to surmise that industry
is the leading adult education system in the
Nation.

Mr. Elliott M. Estes, President of General
Motors Corporation, spoke li)efore the American
Society of Training and De/elopment at their 1975
National Conference. Muth of what he said can
help clarify the industry viewpoint on.cooperag
tive adult education.

For example,' educational programs which desire
the commitment and support of industry must relate
to the goals and objectives of the company. During
the program identification phase of this project,
many efforts were discOvered that had been terminated
because, as the person in charge stated, "the economy
is pretty bad so the program had to be shelved."
Mr. Estes pOints out however, that, "when management
knows that solid contributions are being made,
training activities will still get support even in
the face of severe economic conditions." What this
is saying is that programs which are clear and are
meeting the'objectives of both agencies are going
to be supported. Those that. are not, will be phased
otITN,iis one industry representative said during
one of the five site visits. "We look at the pro-
gram and ask, 'is this nice or is it necessary'
if it's only nice we'-I1 get rid of it."

This. is not to say industry wouldn't support
programs which are not directly related to the
profit goal. Some industries, stating a desire to
assist the community,may.support an effort to
aid all local people. However, if times and
conditions make that support prohibitive, then the
effort will often be viewed as "nice" and dropped('

Cooperative programs can meet the needs of
industry. During the five.site,visits there were
numerous occasions where industry management would
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pointto a program and say "that effort has helped °

with employee work production because now they (the
employees) are able to read directions." Or "that
program has improved employee morale and safety
procedures '-And "that program has helped to
train our machinists and free-uip our foremen."
In each of these, the program can be tied back
to a definite industry goal.

Returning to the sPech given by Mr. Estes,
he laid out some strategy for General Motors with
respect to training: "The fourth element in our
strategy is the wider use of the external educa-

"WIDER USE Lion and training resources that are available.
OF EXTERNAL We are trying to develop closer relations with
EDUCATION . . schools, especially high schools and community
RESOURCES" colleges. s . We believe this may give industry

and education the chance to form a new, more
mutually beneficial alliance.",

L.

These comments, from one of the nation's
leading industrialists, indicated the genuine .

interest business has in'eooperative adult educa-
tion. Industry in America is ready to support
such efforts as long as the obj-ectives-are clear
and they relate to both agencies goals.
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C00731tATE77:3 PROGRAMS

WHO' IS
THE PUBLIC?

By the very definition of cooperative. adult
oducationprograms, public money is being expended
nthese efforts. Si ce this is the case it would
eem that the "public' should be serviced by the

results. Tli.s has b en mentioned in the section
on who ben its and ho pays.

Howeve in the programs sgdied under this_
project some questions arose which relate particular-
ly to the topic of public support. In one program
studied, admission to the skill training effort
was restricted to the plant in which the program
was held. It may be said that this program was
meeting the needs of the public Since the people
working in the plant were a small and select part
of the "public." Thus, the question arises should
tax money be spent on programs aimed at such a
small and restricted group of people? If all pro
grams were 'open to all pepple, many plants with
specific requireMents and other entrance restric
tions.could never put on a cooperative prOgram.
However if admission is res icted by employment
status, then in fact, the c m an is determining
who gets state assi'pted ed cation. This question
of public money for limited access programs will
be an importa t one in the future of cooperative
adult.educatio .

In conjunction with the "closed program" con-
cern is the probleM of maintaining proper ethnicity
in educational programs. Laws forbid the creation
of educational programs which are not providing
equal opportunity to people of all ethnic groups.
If a program is in a plant where all the workers
are of one group-, ip not this a case of an educa-
tional program not meeting its equal opportunity
objectives?

For explple, a company may not be representa-
tivedf the community in that all its workers are
of one identifiable race or sex. The question'
which arises is: Should the publicly supported
educational agency put on a program'in'such an
industry?
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GED
-VS-
HIGH
SCHOOL
COMPLETION

Some other irregularities arise with reference
to public support of cooper44ive programs. ,In
some .states, for example, altpecific"dollar amount
is paid to the local. educational agency for each
student enrolled to prepare for taking the General
EquiNialency Dev'elopment Test (GED). A different
_amount is paid for each high school student -

enr011ed. The amount paid for the high school
completion Student is something like four times
the amount paid for the,GED student. The result
is that the cooperative programs in this state
are all for high school completion and the GED,
whicE-in many pArts of the country is -taken as the
equivalent of a high school diploma, is only seen
s-a'step towards that goal. This policy of urging

trIgh'.s6hool completion rather than GED comaetion
increases substantially the educational agency's
cash flow. ,

Other pit ems arise With reference to public
support of Ative programs. For example, .in
some states' wh' 41a.gooperative educational Program
is developed, Ole-atate pays the educational agency
a spec.fied ntaiberlof dollars per student-hour
taken. This'is th-60#0 called "second Friday" pro-
cedure where attendance on the secondFriday of
the new school year is the enrollment on which
the per student dollar amount is based. Nothing
prevents the educational agency from also charging
the industry for the same class. This is particular-
ly the case when the program is one of skill train-
ing where the industry truly needs the trained
manpower and is willing to pay. Thus, a double
payment is possible, onefirom the state'or the
public, and another from the industry.

Finally, public support of "closed" programs
may be seen in a different light whenothe program
is a prime reason for the industry moving to.that
community. 'Many state development departments
use the educational resources of the state to
att% ract businesg. The promise is that if an
industry will move its plant to a region, the
state will provide for the training of people
prior to the plant opening. Then the company will
have trained workers as they begin operations.
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In these types of programs public money is
expenaed, but the result is new jobs and new public
money. This "investment" often softens the effect
of a closed program. However, some serious problems
of participant selection again arise. Who will
decide on selection to the program? How do equal
opportunity requirements affect participation?

The investment of public money is at all times
a delicate procedure which requires careful auditing.
Cooperative programs can contain many pitfalls and
the questions abov4 will need answering before many
more efforts can be undertaken.
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CON7LECTRIG AgEmay
GOALS - A STSTES VIEW

SUBSERVIENT
TO A
STRONGER
SYSTEM

9

Dr. James Petetson, .a professor at the Uni-
versity of Vermont, recently wrote in the June
1975 issue of Phipelta Kappan magazine:

In complex societies such as ours, con-
flict and tension can develop at the
interface of coexisting systems where
people, decisions, or activities over-

. lap. This stress can either strengthen,
both systems or increase the strength
of one while weakening the other. In
the latter case o'he becomes a subsystem,
a mere component of the more powerful
system and at the extreme, looses its
identity with an accompanying deteriora-
tion of its goal and values. However,
such a confrontation between two syitems
can take another direction. Dialogue
may bring about a clarification and
formation of revised values and goals.

It can easily be seen that cooperative adult
education programs are prime examples of inter-
face between Ahe educational and industrial
system. Moreover since they are a somewhat
new effort, the possibility of :the worst condi-
tions arising as described by DT. Peterson are
enhanced.

It would be less than honest if this study
were'to report that in all cases uncOVered,_both
the educational system and industrial system
remained strong. Rather there are many instances
where one of the two parties had given over
completely to meeting the other's goals at the
expense of meeting their own purposes., Further-
more, it was usually the state edutatiOnal agency
which abandoned its primary goal in lieu of tie
industry.

What this generally_ comes down to is tRat an
educational agency, in its sincere effort to
develop programs, forgets that.it has a responsibil-
ity to the entire public.. This is not done with
intent, rather it is a natural result of wishing
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to cooperate with the stronger and more forceful
industrial system. Thus, such important areas
as follow-up on program dropouts and career coun-
seling are dropped because there is a fear the
industrial party would not approve.

This is not meant to single out the industrial
party as the villain. In fact, there is the
possibility that the business might have its
goals bent to the will of a strong educational
agency. However, it is apparent that industrial
personnel are often held in "awe" by educators.
For whatever reasons, the result of the apparent
feeling is that educators are often afraid of
"rocking the boat" when dealing with industrialists.
This is not a healthy ingredient for cooperation.

The only way the two systems can truly cooper-
ate is if both agencies know their goals, believe
in those goals and make those goals known to each
other early in the planning of a program. Then,
if there is an obvious conflict it might be worked,
out, or the conflict might be so deep that further)
dispussion is useless. Whichever is the case,
both parties are stronger because of the effort.

MAINTAINING Naturally goals may be altered. This altera-
GOALS tion can be done in two ways. First, the goals
AND can be altered because in coming in contact with
BOUNDARIES another system, one agency sees an area it wpiuld

like to become involved with anal makes the appro-
priate change in goals to include that need. On
the other hand, goals may be changed because an
excuse is needed to justify some change in action.
In the second case, a system might change its
goal; as a means of satisfying the more dominant
syqffem.

IN Finally, when two systems cooperate for an
adult program it does not follow that they are
involved totally with one another. This may be
illustrated in the simple diagram below.

COOPERATIVE PROGRAM
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Here we are representing industry and education' as
two circles. Where they overlap is the coopera-
tive programs' As long as both systems interact
within the shaded area there is a minimum of
conflict. When one or the other tries,to Nye
into. the non - shaded area of the other system,
problems arise.

gar example; .education can not expect to
inteffere/with industry's hiring practices. On
the other Nand, industry can ilpt expect to have
a say in the edwOatiOnal agency's employment of
staff. ,Only-within the cooperative program can
the two agencies, interact. Anything outside of
that is detrimental to the effOrt.

As Dr. Peterson has so well put it, two sys-
tems interacting can cause both to be strengthened
or one to be,weakened. The outcome is generally
dependent on how strong each system holds it %;

Own goals. Niturally, in any effort there is A

"give and take." However, when one system does
"all the giving" and the otheir "all the'taking"
'it's no longer, cooperation bilt subservience.

0
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"A VERBAL
AGREEMENT
ISN'T WORTH
THE PAPER
IT'S WRITTEN
ON!"

$

AGREREENTS

0
The understanding between two or more agencies

for the delivery of an education program for adults
may be\verbal, written, formal or informal. The
end result is a clear recognition of WHO'does .1
WHAT, WHERE, WHEN., and HOW.

Verbal agreements do exist in many coopera-
tive programs. They serve a purpose and they can
be effective. However, a verbal agreement is
subject to interpretation by both parties. The
cooperating parties may need to refer to the agree-
ment from time to time and a verbal agreement is
impossible to refer back to, especially if one of
the parties is missing, moved'or replaced.

Sam Goldwin, the famous movie producer once
said, "A verbal awement isn't worth the paper
it's written on!" This may be a bit strong with
reference to a cooperative a ult education pros-
gram, but the questions the s atement raises are
clear. Furthermore, how many other businesses
daily proceed on a "verbal" basis? How much equip-
ment is purchaded on a Verbal basis2._40:wmany
large orders are on a verbal basis? Not many.
All industries want records of transactions
because they serve an important purpose. Should
an educational program be any different?

Written agreements can be revised and referred
to in their original form as needed by the cooper-
ating pait.ies; furthermore, written_ agreements can
be dissernihated to.all people involved in the pro
gram. This allows administrators, .teachers and
staff to know clearly what is required of them.
Participants, if the written.agreement is available
to thpm, know what is'supposed to be offered to
them by the cooperating parties. Publicity,
'publications, recruitment and evaluation can be
greatly facilitated by awritten agreement.

The written agreement is a'starting point for
the cooperative program, these can.specity:
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WHO

WHAT

WHERE

WHEN

HOW

. Who has the responsibility for program
activities?

Who will be the paticiparfts?

. What are theqprogram,goals, objectives,
activities? 4

Where will the program take place
(on/off plant site)?

1

. when will the program be offered?

. How will the program be financed?

.-How will the -program be evaluated?

. How do the cooperatiig partles know
that the program is mplete?

tts

. How much does the program cost the
pecooratirties? Participants?cooperating pa

. ..

Forma], agreements may take the form of a
legally binding document prepared by attorneys
of each party. These types of agreements, however,
may be intimidating to one of the agencies.
Although, in some instances it may be desirable for
the cooperating partiesto ha a legal document

2?e
specifying the items, activi es., materials and
services to bd supplied by,each agency. The, type
of document shobld meet th'g needs and desireps,of
both the cooperating parties.

,

Informal agreements'may take the form of a
letter, memorandum, orlisting of activities which
each party will take responsibility for doing. In
this case, the format of the agreement is not as
important as is.the infortvikon contained in the
ocument.- Eac'h item in the agreement is clarified
for the cooperating parties. They can refer to
the informal agreement and make changes in responsi-
bilities as needed.

All-parties can benefit from cooperative
agreement'which specifies program goal, objectives
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activities, locations, times and expected dut-
comes as the result of participation. Verbal
agreeMents were evident in the'program studies;
however, where written documents were avail4ble
there appeared to be a better understandingf
the program by all concerned.

4
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THE UNXON ROLE

RIORITIES

COMMUNICATORS

)

Like industries, unions have a long history
of doing adult education. These efforts have
most often focused on apprenticeship training,
but many labor organizations hav% expanded into
assisting workers in mastering such areas as
reading and computation. Labor unions have
established training centers, funded through.
contract agreements, where workers' job skills
are upgraded and where other subjects ,like communi-!
cation, math for work and daily living, and social
studies are also taught. Thus, involvement in
cooperative programs', especially where these pro-
grams are sponsored by industry management, must
be seen in the light of what is already in
existance for unions. . .

As with any organization, labor unions have
goals and objectives around which priorities for
action are built. Therefore, when new efforts
come along they can only be given attention after
the primary concerns are met. This again is
similar to industr management asking, "Is tub
program nice or necessary?"

Labor organizations have as their ggal the
betterment of of their members working conditions.
Thus, priorities are mkinly in the areas of job
safety, wages, job sec*ity, and apprenticeship
training. 'Other efforts, such as cooperative .

adult programs, can only be given time and
energy so long as the first priorities are met.
It is increasingly difficult for labor_;eto become
involved when key'labor officials areralso full-
time workers. Thus, time is of .a premium and
involvement in non-priority.efforts is difficult.

Labor organizations can be key communicators
in cooperative efforts. They can be most effective
in encouraging their membership to attend programs.
With their early and continuous involvement unions
can be*a greatvaid in reaching potential partici-
pants.

One concern developing out of involving labor
and management in cooperative programs is the
natural and 'necessary adversary relationship between
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THERE IS A0
NEED FOR
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the two groups. The unprepared educator may find
himself or herself in the middle of a dispute
between the two. This adversary role is necessary
to contract negotiations and to expect it to dis-
appear during a cooperative program is foolhardy.
Industry management, labor leaders, and the'educa-
tors once recognizing that relationship, may be
able to use it to produce an even'better coopera-
tive program.

One question often asked by persons not
familiar with labor organizations is, "Who should
be contacted when looking for union i volvement?"
It is clear that unions like alleorga .zations have
their own bureaucracy--a way of handli g informa-
tion and requests. The procedurbs vary from organi-
zation to organization, but most begin at the
"grassroots. " That is, the first person to be
involved in programs is the plant union leader.
He or she may have an educatioD41.4j- rector or
the request for involvement may go to a local
or regional committee. In the programs studied,
the first cqptact seemed to be'most successful
when made-at the local level.

\\One local labor official at a site visited
during the program said, "A really good program
will have three groups involved: the local union
the industry management, and the educator." Labor
organizations can be an important part of any
cooperative effort.
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PROGRAM COMiEFTZES:
WcUO NEZDS TE-2tRE;

TRILL
OR
FUNCTIONAL

"THE
DIRECTOR'S
PEOPLE"

Organizing individuals from the local
community, areas of specific expertise, and
potential participants into a cooperating, action
oriented group can be a chore. The key to o

efficient use of "advisory" committees is to have--
a specific purpose for the group. Nobody likes
to "rubber stamp." Individuals do like to have
the opportunity to help to plan, to create, to
evaluate activities in their area of a pertise.

A planning group can assist the cooperative
program director and'staff in identifying the
potentials and problems with a cooperative pro-
gram. They can review procedures, plans, objec-
tives and'resources for the effect. They can
identify additional resources or short cuts to
obtain desiied results.

Key members of any advisory group for coopera-
tive programs are the potential participants.
These are the ultimate consumers of the program.
Participants can specify convenient "class". loca-
tions, timing, content, and assist in the evalua-
tion of the cooperative program. Though many
would agree to the importange of participant
input it is very rarely foad in any educational
program. Generally, the excuse.is that they (the
partidIpants) "just don!t understand.", That is
perhaps' the best reason for seeking their
'involvement. -

An important issue is the selection of
members to the advisory committee. On one hand
the director needs to be able to work effectively
with the group. On the other side it may be
desirable to have a broad representation on the
committee. A compromise betwieen these concerns
is ideal but difficult to accomplish. If the
program director selects the committee, the
natural tendency is to pick those persons he or
she is comfortable with, who "think" the same.
This procedure then puts the director in control,
but eliminates important issues which might be
raised by someone who is not of the "same mind"
as the program director.
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SPECIFIED
PURPOSE

Thus, membership on the advisory committee
takes op some opposing questions. These programs
are action oriented and designed to meet a specific
need with scarce resources. Having a committee
that is oriented to getting-the-job-done
appealing. However, a rubber stamp' operation can
be a problem. A committee, representing several
points of view, can be helpful to the program
administrator and staff. However, different
viewpoints can cause the committee to "bog down"
on many issues and then slow progress. The caution.
for the program administrator in working with such
a diverse group of individuals is loss of purpose
or direction. On the other hand a homgqgeneous
group can :nits import &nt consideration

The purpose of the advisory committee should
be clear. Th4e type of assistance and contribution
solicited from each committee member should be
clearly stated. Advisory committees that were
working at several program sites had three things
in common: broad representation, specific tasks
to perform, and access to resources or contacts
to make recommendations happen.
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LZAID3RSE7 UN"
COOPERATEVt PROGRAMS

NECESSARY
STRENGTH'

b

POSSIBLE
WEAKNESS

'01

At times, when studying almost any type of
program, be it educational, ind\istrial or recrea-
tional, there is the tendency for the researcher
to say:. "nothing matters but leaderhip!" That
is to say, given a good, strong and energetic
leader, no matter how wrong everything else is,
the program comes out looking great. This same
thing is heard in all fields. A great general
can win battles despite poor equipment. A great
manager can produce with limited manpower.

In many respects this is true of cooperative
adult education programsp. The one constant over
the programs interviewed and visited was a dynamic
leader. Many times this leader did not have,formal
adult education training but because.he or'She
was enthusiastic, strong and willing to try, the
programs were successful.

Strength of leadership is perhaps even more
important in cooperative programs than in many
other types of efforts. The rea 'son is.quite-
clear. In cooperative programs, the leader has
in many respects, two bosses. The leader is often
the linking-pin between two agencies and is held
accountable by both for the success of the pro-
gram. Only a strong leader would be attracted
to such a position. Further, these are often new
ventures. Charting. the unknown attracts the
dynamic leader.

However, the very strength of the leader
may be the true weakness of the cooperative
program. The leader, who is often the sole link
between the two agencies, has enormous responsibil-
ities. For if that link is removed, for whatever
reason, the program no longer exists. And, if
other bridges are not built between the two
agencies, rebuilding the program'can bean
agonizing experience.

Strong leaders are often adverse to dealing A

with advisory cfmmittees. These people see these
steering groups as "anchors" on progress. The
committees take time and that time could be better
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spent on developing new contacts. Thus, the strong
leadec without any advisory committee naturally
becomes the sole link and as such, controls great
power. If the program is of some importance*to
both agencies, the leader becomes absolutely
necessary to the cooperative parties.

This is not to portray the leaders of
cooperative programs as power hungry. The very
need of cooperative programs for strong leaders
who can take the responsibility from two agencies,
meet problems and people head-on, and develop
strong efforts, VS also the possible greatest
weakness. If the leader is so strong that she or
he "is the program," and other bridges are not
in existence,Jthen thO adult cooperative effort
is so dependent on one person that the possibility
for problems is greats
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STAFF BACKGROUNDS o .

.NECESSITY
OF
FORMAL
EDUCATION?

O

Should all staff members in cooperative adult
education programs be formally trained in adult
education? University a ult educators may quickly

:!

answer this question "a olutely yes." However,
it was discovered that ny of the programs
identified in this.project were not staffed by
formally trained adult education specialists.

Perhaps it would-be advantageous to look
at the different staffing positions within a
cooperative program and determine how formal adult
education training applies to the tasks that
need to be performed.

The program director is.generally a planner,
coordinator, organizer, evaluator, facilitator
and reporter. In a large cooperative program
some of these responsibilities will be delegated
to other staff. Administrators of small program
enrollments may perform all of the above roles in
addition to teaching and counseling.

Administrators of large cooperative programs
may not have education or experience in teaching
adults. In this case they are not teachers but
Otogram directors which demand special administra-
tive skills. Personnel responsible for small
enrollment type program, on the.other hand, will
likely require a wide range'olNskills in admini-
stration, adult teaching and cdunseling. However,
at all sites visited during this project, admini-
strators of both small and large programs were
not teaching adults.

In one lafge program the administrator had
no adult education training but had specialized
earlier in communications. This background was
a definite asset in meeting with company executives,
planning staff development and keeping the community
informed.

The person who teaches adults will perform
many roles. For example, he or she will likely
be an instructor, a friend, helper, counselor,
peer, leader and motivator. All of these roles
require education, experience, understanding and -
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. DEPENDS
UPON THE
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the desire to work with adults. Formal training
(e.g., Masters and/or Ph.D.) in adult learning,
characteristics of adults, learning theories,
curriculum development, evaluation and counsel-
ing are often required skills of the, teachers
in order to perform these tasks.

It was clear in the programs. studied that
teachers need additional charafteristics that
are not found in a formal ed6cation program. As
an example, teachers need to.be willing to work
with adults that are different from themselves
aneWho are not like the students the instructor
is familiar with. Further, instructors Will
need the desire to work in non-traditional.
surroundings and cope with situations not found
in public schools.

There appear to be specific tasks that
cainselors will perform in cooperative adult
education programs. These tasks might include
assessing adult perform levels, screening
and placement, academic rsonal counsplings
and follow-up on persons ing the progrhm.
From these tasks it is eiar that formal and
intensive training m be necessary to adequately
serve the adult.

From this discussion it appears that, as
expected, different roles in the cooperative
program require different levels of adult educa-
tion training. The persons directly relating to
adults, teachers and counselors, it would appear
need specific skills in learning theories, instruc-
tion, and counseling. On the other hand, directors
of these types of efforts sew to need expertise
in communitations, administration, evaluation and
be able to identify resources, people and materials,
to carry out the program.
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LOCATION' OF COOPMMA.TH7TZ

OGM,A.MS: 01k13977 PLMTT SHIM

CONVENIENCE .

THE LAW

When the cooperative adUlt education program
is'-located on-site, that is at the business or '

industiy where the primary pcIpulation is located,
'there are several benefits t.6 participants who
work at that facility. The meeting place for the t,
program is convenient to the`, participant because%
in most cases, he or she can walk to the class
area. Most program directors and partiC. ipant4
interviewed stressed the need for locating the
program close to the participants work area
because it is easier to go to class w4pre they
work than to drive home and return to a program
site.

There are adva tages for the instructor
when the class is cl e to the participant's
work. Instructors ca ob rye the different
jobs and tasks participan s form and relate
the program content to experiences on the job.
.Instructors benefit in learning about the overall
industrial operation and the work conditions that
the participant' experiences each day.

When programs are cooperatively sponsored_
by state supported agencies (e.g., local schools,
community colleges, etc.) the program, by law,
very often has to be open to the public. Having
the indvstrial facility open to the gendral
public can cause problems for the cdmpany. For
exam ning the industry to non-employees
will almost ways have'some affect on the insurance
paid by the co any. Thus, safety may become a
prime considers ion in locating 'the program on
site. Also, i olving participants from the local
community has some obvious impact othe program-
budget and .facilities. The cooperating parties
will need to determines-the maximum number of
people to be served. This information will
enter into the decision to have the program on
or off site.

All of these situations should be understood
and incorporated into the planning efforts for
the cooperative program. AdVertisements, announce-
ments, and publicity should specify spec al arrange-
ments, local conditions and costs of the iqogram
to participants, both employee and non-employee.
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TRANSPORTATION

ATTRACTIVE
SCHEDULING

Locating the cooperative program off the plant
site may have some advantages. For example, if
the industrial Area is hazardous or if-the condi-
tions.are offensive to instruction or concentration,
the program administratot may want to choose a
class site away from, the work area.

On the other hand, offering the cooperative
program off-site may cause some hardships for
participants whe "car pool" for rides to work.
Also participants prefer to come to one location
-for both work and program participation.

The program administrator will be concerned
with offering the program in a facility that is
non - threatening to participants. Given the choice
between a local school and another facility, such
as a union hall, of equal accommodations the
'administrator may select the union hall.

When Offering the program off site there may
be a tendency to loose thg spirit of cooperation
between industry and education. Programs con-
ducted on site are visible by plant managers and
supervisors and'thus their importance is
strengthened.

Many industrial firms operate on 2- or 3-eight
hour blocks of time or "shifts," Uging 1-eight
hour shifts as an example, several schedule alter-
natives are possible, when planning a cooperative
Program. Programs can be offered at the end
and beginning of shifts like 3-5 p.m. with the
first shift scheduled for 8 a.m.-4 p.m. and the
second shift time being 4 p.m.-12 midnight.

.

Participants can take .d--mantage of the program by .-
either.stopping in after work (4-5 p.m.) or
coming in early (3-4 p.m.). Several prOgrams
interviewed during the project were held at the
end-of the'first, second or third shifts. There
was no attempt to overlap the time to accommodate
two shifts.

Other programs interviewed were held on
company time. One program was scheduled for
selected days regardless of the participants
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work demands. Another program was held on'Sa urdays
which was the day.off for most participants. At
one program location'employees were given compen-
satdry time for participation. However, partici-
pants were requested to take their "time off"
during the off season or slow.work periods.

One point that.shou4,d be noted is that there.
tends to be a slight preference for, the aftem.'
shift class time rather than before shift. This
prqference seemed to be related to relaxing after
a hard day's work, car pooling,, individual
preferences, and working conditions.

All of the programs interviewed or visited
"on site" were part of a larger adult education'
effort. Adult education classes were held in
publ'c scho , community facilities ank business
or ind tr . This is an important point when
conside g the'need to offer programs td as
many local adults as possible. Cooperative
adult education programs is one attempt to take
educational opportunities to the people.

When examining all programs interviewed
and visited on site it is apparent that partici-
pation varies b'ysonror off site loc4tion. On
plant site prdgralms had a majority of employee
in attendance with very few people representi gr
the local eommuhity (e.g., non-employees).
When the progiam is conducted off site there are
more lo al residents and fewer'specific employees
attending "classes."

_the main objective identified in the issue
roviding accessible and convenient "class"

ar s for participants. Participants may be
employees and non-employees. On or off site,
before or after shifts, compensatory time or no
release time does make a difference in the number
of people partiapating in the cooperative pro-
gram.
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THE
SALESMAN
APPROACH'

In order for a cooperative adult education
program to begin, someone in one agency has to
contact a person in the other agency. The question
of who makes that first contact, and to whom it is
made, is an interesting one.

Throughoutthe study of programs in this
i_roject it was generally found that a person from
the educational agency made the first move. Some-
times this first move was made in the form of
developing an industrial advisory committee in a
particular region. In this case the educational
agency either drew upon an existing link with the
bUsiness community (using a member of the board
of trustees as an example) or the educational
agency started "cold" by sending out invitations
to a luncheonmeeting. These industrial advisory
committees would often have more than one purpose,
sh'as school graduate placement, but they would
also provide a Oasis to discuss adUlt training and
educational needs which lead to programS;

v
Another method used by educational agencies

in fostering cooperative programs was a morp direct
approach. Here a representative of the scHbOl or
College would make an appointment with someone in
an industr and go and talk about. the educational

kicprogram of red and/or the plant training' needs.
The person ma ing the call was often thedirector
of the cooperative program at the educational agency.
However, in some cases the proposed instructor
would make the first calf ana create the link.

01 Therewas a noticeable difference in approach
depending upon the type of program offered. With*
the'general,education pro s,,such.as preparing
for the General Equivalency velopment Test (GED),
the contact from the educati al agency was often
made by the program director or teaching staff..
In those cases the program was generally "sold"
on the basis of helping the employee at low or
no ,cost to .the industry.' With. skill training pro-
grams, there was occasionally the use of a
"professional salesman." *This-;4 ld be a person
who made calls on local industry to identify'
'needs, get the induStry and am 1 tractor together
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BUREAUCRACY
AT WORK
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but not participate in the ope
the program. In these eases t
'role was to get the two agenci
and then "on to the next call.

So far the discussion has
the "push for the program" comi
tional agency: This is not alw
In some programs it is the indus
the first contact. Here it is f
industry..would identify.a traini
at their own capacity and then,
better alternative, contaqA an e
agency. Most often the cdAtact
training director.

.

fl

ation of
e person's
s together

een dealing with
g from the educa-
s the case.
ry which makes
and that an
g need, look
f it 1as a
ucaional
s made by the

.

Many industry contacts were ade as follow-
on requests. That is, once a coo erative program
was In. operation other opportunit es would lead
the training director to ask for 4dditional
coopdrative efforts. Also, some Programs would
ph&seqn-and-out depending'on an educational
need,, The continuation was often initiated by
the industry.

These somewhat -official or planned contacts
were not always found. ,For example, in one program
the effort was begun because the spouse of the
local director of adult education was employed
at a large local industry. Thios opened the door
and gave the cooperation a beginning, In' ther
programs top officials of the two agencies met in
social situations and the program developed out
of these informal conversations.

When contacts are made it is interesting
to note the bureaucracy at work in both agencies.
One educational agency program director said
that all contacts should be made at the plant
manager or company president level, going right
"over" the personnel and training departments.
This may or may not be a "good". procedure. It is
true that quicker action will be taken by top,
industry officials, but resentment on the part
of the personnel or training sta through which
the program must operate can d troy the prograM.
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Likewise, an industry contacting the chief
administrative officer of an educational agency
where there is a designated officer of continuing
edub.ition can also lead to difficulties. The
problem here is that very often such a depart-
ment is created but its existence is not made
known to the industrial community.

1

In summary, it is clear that in order fgr
a cooperative program to begin,' someone from
none of the two agencies must make the "first
move." Who does this and to whom the contact
is made depends upon the program and the nature
of the two organizations.
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APPENDIX A

PROJECT ADVISORY COMMITTEE (PANEL)

CONSULTANTS REPRESENTING
1

Dr. Gary Beasley Industry
Southern Region
Weyerhaeuser Company
P.O. Box 2288
Columbus, MS 39701

Dr. Luther H. Black, Director
;Adult Basic Education
State Department of Education
Little Rock, AR 72201

et.

State, Adult Basic Education

Mr. Elmer E. Clausen, Director State, Adult Edutation
Adult Education
State Ddpartment of Education
P.O. Box 527
Olympia, WA 98501

Jr. William D. Dowling, Professor University Adult, Vocational
Ramseyer Hall, Room 160 and Continuing.Education
29 West Woodruff Avenue
The Ohio State University
:Columbus, OH 43210

Dr, Abram Friedman
Career and Continuing Education
Los Angeles City Board of
Education

450 North Grand Avenue, Room A-431
Los. Angeles, CA 90012

Mr. William LeMaster
UAW Educational Director
Region 2-A Representative
1425 East McMillian Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45206

Mr. James Miller
Assistant Director
Division of Federal Assistancp
Programs

933 High Street 6

Worthington, OH 43085
51

Local School System and
Regional Occupational Centers

Labor Organization

State
f
Department
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CONSULTANTS
ji

APPENDIX A (continued)

Mr. Vincent A. Miller
Administrative Center
General Manager, Consumer
Affairs Training

Whirlpool Corporation
Benton Harbor, MI 49022

Dr. Leonard Nadler, Professor
George Washington University
Washington, D.C.

Mr. James Sayer, Managr,
Education pd Training
Tektronix, Incorporated
P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, OR '97077

Dr. Don F. Seaman, Associate
Professor

'College of Adult Education
218 Harrington Educational Center
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843

Dr. Hatold Spears
4430 South Dunn Street,

Apartment 126
Bloomington, IN 47401

Mrs. Dorothea'Sterne
Industry Education Coordinator
Niagara Frontier Industry
Education Council

99 Aero Drive
Buffalo, NY 14225

Mr., Del Valdez
Admissions Counselor
Alburquerqiie Technical-
Vocationll Institute

525 Buena Vista( SE
Albuquerque, NMI 87101
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REPRESENTING

Industry and American Society
for Training and Development
(A.S.T. Past Ptesi 't)

University, Human Resources
Development

Industry

University, Adult Education

National Advisory Council
on Adult Education

_Local Coordinator

Counselor and Past Member
.of The National Advisory
Council for Vocational
Education
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